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Descriptive Essay Topics
The view from my bedroom window
The most interesting animal in nature
My earliest memory
My holiday to the United States
Your favourite historical leader
The qualities that would make your favourite sweet
The best teacher you had at school
The first movie that you really loved
Your best birthday party
The perfect way to spend Valentine’s Day
Your ideal dinner party guests
A world without democracy
Describe the biggest dilemma you’ve faced. How did you solve it?
Manchester United will always be a bigger club than Manchester City
The art of Van Gogh stirs my passions
My vision of the year 2050
An idyllic scene
Your perfect job
My favourite drama lesson at secondary school

Proposal Essay Topics
The most important causes of global warming
Ways to prevent Social Media Bullying
How to tackle homelessness

The issues of cyber crime and how to prevent it
How Teachers can be held more accountable for exam results
Christianity will never regain the significance it once had
Ways to tackle the glass ceiling for women in business
Alternatives to the first past the post voting system
The impact on the UK should it leave the European Union
How to reduce air pollution
Ways to educate parents to tackle childhood obesity
Options for US gun control
Ways to maximize gym workouts
Methods of predicting hurricanes
There should be more public art installations
Ways to tackle mediocrity in UK schools
The true effects of the Atkins Diet
How to encourage sport in the community
The ideal mix and ratio of party representation for effective economic government
Celebrities created by TV reality shows have no longevity
Harry Potter is better than The Lord of the Rings
Ways to make it harder for people to get hold of addictive drugs
Reality TV has cheapened the educational value of entertainment television
The impact on the pound if Britain exited the European Union
A reduction in the national speed limits would conserve fuel and save lives
The case for selling existing stockpiled ivory
Inside the mind of a business tycoon: The life and times of Alan Sugar
Ways for schools to introduce more physical activity into the curriculum
Blue did not suit Picasso
Manufacturers could do more to reduce packaging
Should marijuana be legalised for medicinal purposes
Same sex classes generates better exam results
Fines for not recycling would generate income for local councils

Teachers should be re-certificated every ten years
Drug testing should begin at school sports level
Limiting immigration will improve the economy
Is the number of job vacancies is decreasing faster than the rate of unemployment
The entertainment industry presents itself with too many awards

Examples for Argumentative Essay Topics
Facebook-an invitation for bullies to torment others?
The portrayal of models in the media is the cause of eating disorders in young girls
Cursive writing should be mandatory for Primary school students
Does Global Warming truly exist?
Electric cars should be mass produced and affordable to the average consumer
Mandatory recycling should be required in every country
The media is responsible for a great deal of violence in our society
Every school in the country should use the year-round calendar
Couples should pass a parenting test prior to having a child
Gun control- reduces or increases crime?
Has the use of social media diminished our capacity to connect with others in a meaningful way?
Should convicted pedophiles be castrated as a punishment?
Is it still a 'good old boys network' for woman in the workplace?
Is it humane to use animals for the sake of experimentation?
Is there really a heaven and hell?
Driving while texting and talking on a cell phone should be illegal
The death penalty should be mandatory for certain crimes
Mandatory school uniforms take away individuality
People in Mediterranean countries live longer because of their diet.
A father's role has changed out of necessity in the 21st century-explain how

Controversial essay topics

Are gangs an acceptable substitute for families?
Is social media a substitute for meaningful relationships?
Do we live in a disposable society?
Do CEOs of companies make too much money?
Are beauty pageants appropriate for pre-schoolers?
Does participating in sports keep kids away from drugs?
Could a person who killed 20 children in an elementary school be a genius?
Does excelling academically make us smarter?
Should government regulate health care?
Is 'big business' responsible for Global Warming?
Do violent video games and movies cause violence in our society?
Is being competitive a good thing?
Should you tell the truth to a 6 year old who asks "is Santa real?"
Do age differences affect relationships between a man and a woman?
Are the Wealthy members of society taxed enough?
Are all politicians liars?

Proposal Essay Topics
How to Stop Global Warming
Removing Sodas from Schools can Reduce Childhood Obesity
Banning Texting While Driving Saves Lives
Living in the Student Dorm Improves Student Life
Giving High School Students More Freedom Increases Their Grades
How to Reduce Homelessness
Banning Smoking in Public Places Improves Public Health
How Parents Can Cope with 'Empty Nest' Syndrome
Alternatives to Animal Testing and Experimentation
A New Improved Diet can Help You Lose Weight
Recycling Earns Communities Revenue
How to Prevent Identity Theft

How to Decrease the High School Drop-Out Rate
Ways to Reduce Teenage Driving Fatalities
How to Increase Social Opportunities for Homeschooled Children

